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Meet The BDS Team
The BDS Management Team comprises of experienced Visual Merchandising professionals and experts in the
industry, who also volunteer their time to manage the BDS.
It is their passion and enthusiasm for VM and Store Presentation that drives the industry to maintain standards
and ensure Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.

Director & Chair: Iain Kimmins FBDS

Iain is a creative Visual Merchandising Executive within the Display & Visual
Merchandising Industry with over twenty years’ experience. He has worked for
London’s top department stores including Harrods and Selfridges as well as Tangs
in Singapore. Having studied with the BDS he started his career as a Junior VM
progressing up to Head of Visual Merchandising. He has worked on several freelance
projects in New York, China and Saudi Arabia and now runs a Visual Merchandising
Consultancy called Creative Download.
His passion and enthusiasm for retail is not only about being creative with all kinds
of merchandise, concepts, brands, events, but being commercially aware for the retail
sector.
creative-download.co.uk

Director & Vice Chairman: Helen Goodwin FBDS

Helen studied with the British Display Society in the heart of London’s West End
back in the early 1980’s. Her first job was as part of the display team for DH Evans
in Oxford Street handling a wide range of merchandise in the windows & interiors.
Following this she started her own Visual Design Consultancy in London, then moved
the business to York continuing to design & install window displays up and down the
country.
Due to a demand for display training Helen created ‘Made You Look!’ where she
passes on her knowledge and experience to those wishing to learn the basic skills
of display. Alongside Janet they work with Business Improvement Districts, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best
at all times.
madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Director: Liz Johnston FBDS

Liz has worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for almost 40 years and has
been a freelance stylist since 1982. She studied at the College for the Distributive
Trades in London from 1975 gaining her qualification through the BDS. She went on
to work for Russell and Bromley in the West End, Simpson’s of Piccadilly, and Heal’s
gaining a wealth of experience and enabling her to take her skills in to retail shops
and exhibitions. She is passionate about bright colours and detail, and helping the
local high street retailers by using her vast experience in guiding them to achieve the
results they seek.
liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

John Abbate FBDS

John Abbate FBDS, with international experience in visual merchandising and retail
store design, is passionate about retail and how to find solutions in this ever-changing
market place.
After 20 years of working for such brands as, Ralph Lauren, Levis & Alfred Dunhill,
in America & Europe, he then moved to Shanghai; starting his own retail consulting
agency, John Abbate Studio, was Visual Merchandising professor at Mod’Art and then
Creative Director at Design Overlay retail design agency.
Returning to London, John joined Northbanks (http://northbanks.co.uk), a retail
design agency, using his experience to help brands develop and implement their retail
identities. Also a member of Save the High Street, he has joined the BDS to support
retail through VM.

Assistant treasurer Nigel Fisher ABDS

An IT professional since 1979 Nigel has for the last 20 years been producing web sites
and shopping carts for small businesses. It is his belief that the use of web sites for sales
moves the internet firmly into the VM and POS arenas. The BDS should be promoting
excellence within web sites as well as on the shop floor, enabling the BDS to address the
entire sales material of any retailer. Nigel also engages in developing exhibition stands
for his own business and in connection with his hobbies.
Having for many years hosted the BDS web sites and supported and developed the internal
systems Nigel joined the council in 2013 intent on further supporting the BDS as a whole.

Janet Billings FBDS

Janet studied with the British Display Society back in the early 1980’s. Janet started
working for a company designing and building props for use in window displays for
Debenhams, Selfridges and Harrods. In 1985 she set up her own Display Company offering a
full service, from design through to installation of exhibition stands and window displays.
Janet has worked for an extensive range of clients from small independent retailers to
large national companies both in the UK and abroad, Wedgwood & Portmeirion being
just two of them. She works alongside Helen in ‘Made You Look!‘ with BIDs, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at
all times.

Edward Stammers MA, PG Cert

Edward is the Programme Director of Fashion Marketing and Branding at the London College
of Fashion and has an MA in Fashion Retail Merchandise Management and PG Cert in

Education. Edward worked in the visual merchandising industry for twenty-five years,
managing global visual merchandising and marketing campaigns as Design and Project
Manager for Rootstein Display Mannequins. Current research interests centre on the
function and perception of the mannequin form and the challenges regarding the use
of mannequins within the fashion retail environment as a result of the increased use of
in-store digital technology.

Barbara Chapman FBDS

Barbara is a highly experienced and creative freelance VM running her own creative
consultancy.
She brings an understanding of how to deliver brands across every touch-point within
the retail environment – windows, in-store, press shows, launch parties and styling.
She believes that visual merchandising can achieve commercial success by inspiring
customers through innovative, creative and unique brand experiences. Using skills in
creative conceptualisation, project management and both old school crafting and hi-tech
execution, she delivers unique and motivating retail environments whilst still bringing
sound commercial sense to every project.
She has worked with many luxury brands including Selfridges, Burberry, and Mulberry,
and on the high street, Oasis, M & S and Jaeger.
She is also an experienced Associate VM lecturer and trainer.
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

Paris Tsoulfas FBDS

Paris is a passionate and professional VM working in luxury retail and has over 15 years
experience in the watch and jewellery industry. With a background in interior design he
attended the University of the Arts and studied their Display and Presentation course.
He has an ongoing passion for in-store customer service and specialises with display
lighting.
For one particular jewellery brand he had the responsibility for the U.K. and Ireland
stores. He also collaborated with all the major department stores (Harrods, Selfridges,
Fenwick and House of Fraser) on their indoor displays and window dressing too as well
as organised many marketing and press events.
He has also created many set-up projects in France, Germany and Italy.

Biodegradable just got Glamorous

bbrown display materials ( est 1934 ) have been adding glitter sparkle
to windows, instore displays, point of sale & point of purchase in stores
globally for over 30 years now. Glitter fabric Jazz & Disco ranges are
established favourites for Xmas, whilst their glamour is in year round
use for fragrance and cosmetic companies.
The impact of Covid 19 globally has been dramatic and unquestionably a
game changer. The call for environmentally friendly products is stronger
than ever but add this to the potential of reduced budgets for display,
social distancing and sad but inevitable reduction in staff, a creatives /
VMs life has just got a whole lot more challenging.
The experts suggest that retail stores need to focus on adding drama,
theatre and creating a true customer experience. So how to combine
this with cost effective and environmentally friendly ?
Introducing a brand new biodegradable glitter to the range.

Bio Bling

Flame retardant 100% biodegradable cotton base, bespoke mix non
solvent water based adhesive and bio degradable glitter 150cm wide
approx. and available from just 1 lm. It has all the glamour and impact
of Jazz and if stapled or tacked can easily be removed after use, stored
for reuse or cut and reused time and time again
For further information and samples contact Tracey James at;
tjames@bbrown.co.uk or visit our website for the full range of display
materials including the glitter ranges to view the extensive colour
palette.

bbrown display materials
www.bbrown.co.uk

Reycycling
recyle
The average person in the UK throws away around 400kg of waste each year; 7
times their body weight. As a visual Merchandiser/ window dresser we tend to
waste a lot. Our lives are so busy now. I used to spend hours when I was a skint
window dresser, painting props, spraying flowers and just making anything to
save money. As my business has grown (www.mdn-vm.co.uk) I’ve realised that
it’s so easy to replace items by just clicking online and it arriving next day. Don’t
get me wrong this IS amazing and needed especially with what’s happening
economically so I’m not saying don’t buy but I’m encouraging you to recycle as
well.
The lightbulb moment for me was I was sitting on a summers day a few years ago
wondering what to do. I opened my prop room door and my eyes lit up to what lay ahead.....so there I
was everything out on the lawn, paintbrushes ready! I realised that I didn’t do this enough due to my
work day being so hectic but also realised I really needed this for my creative mind. I sit and design a
window and stroll round endless art galleries and museums for inspiration and to get my art fix but was
lacking in what I really needed and should be doing....recycling! Reflecting on our world, I want my son
to enjoy the life I’ve had and appreciate what I’ve been given.
Budgets will be tighter now and have been for a few years so this our chance as creative individuals
to change the world! (or a window) and reinvent what we already have. Recycling Props reduces my
carbon footprint (no deliveries) minimise waste (the box it arrives in and the ton of packing needed to
protect from breakages) With the Gucci window, the curtains and cushion covers had been used before
and were bleached from the sun. I just threw them with a pot of Dylon in the washing machine, good as
new! The feather boas were hung from a ceiling and we’re bleached in certain areas so I cut them and
used the good bits. The next window the feathers were used in birds nests and it goes on.....
The ’Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’ (that’s what is reminds me of) window has had many uses,
the jars filled with stones/sweets/foliage (great for opticians cabinets) The polystyrene cube has been
resprayed many a time and the piping dismantled and used in small cabinets for colour and as pedestals.
Clocks went straight from a window into my garden.....as do a lot of props, dotted around my house as
a feature.
As VMs let’s do what we love! If you are a retailer, think about what you dispose of, can you give it
to a VM to recycle or a local school/ college for them to use. As a child I remember asking my mum
constantly for items so I could recreate everything from Blue Peter (still would love a badge!)
So my message is....love our earth, recycle when you can but also we need to keep businesses going,
support your prop supplier/ retailer........especially now.
Michelle De Neys
MDN Display and Design Ltd
Email: michelle@mdn-vm.co.uk
Tel: 01494 412838

BDS Dis t ance Learning Cour se
Success

Meet a Creative

Our regular insight into the mind
of an industry expert
by Barbara Chapman

One of our students studying the On-Line VM
Distant Learning course has recently completed
the course and was awarded a Credit.
“It was a pleasure having Annelies as one of my
students” say’s Iain Kimmins (Tutor & Chairman
of the BDS) “ Studying the course will certainly
improve Annelies’s VM career and I wish her every
success”
I have been in retail for all my career, I was in management from
the age of 19. I have always had an interest in Visual Merchandising
and used to create displays in commercial retail which was noticed
by the whole company. A few years ago, I moved to charity retail
which gave me a bigger challenge within merchandising. I was
then employed as an area manager with the primary concern being
the layout and merchandising of the shops.
I went to the VM & Display show in London and spoke to the team
at the British Display Society. I decided to make my skills more
formal. I signed up and found the course informative and I was able
to do it at my leisure. Iain was my tutor, who is very knowledgeable
and extremely helpful. He pushed me harder to achieve higher
grades, which I believe any tutor worth their weight should do. I
passed with the course with a Credit, which I am very pleased with.
I have worked so hard towards this and with Iain’s support and
guidance, I have achieved a BDS Visual Merchandising qualification
I am proud to add this to my CV and I would certainly recommend
the course.

So you find me sitting working at my kitchen table this afternoon. It’s an
uncharacteristically hot and sunny day in May, but outside the world is eerie
and quiet, due to the current coronavirus pandemic.
At times like these, it’s hard for the best of us to keep motivated, so I
couldn’t have chosen a better afternoon than this to chat to the creative and
CORY BARRETT
inspirational powerhouse which is Cory Barrett.
PHOTOGRAPHYCHRIS
WARD-JONES
I’m hoping to find out what drives and motivates him, and what makes him
tick. Cory has a wealth of experience, and has been in the Creative & VM
industry for many years now, working for such premium brands as Liberty, Bally, Cos, Bluebird, Gap and Tiffany. Both
here in the UK and further afield in the US.
His roles within the industry have evolved along the way. He has adapted and learnt many skills on his very successful
and inspiring journey, and he is now a huge advocate of both creativity and mental well-being & positivity.
It’s an interesting read and one which I think you’ll enjoy and find truly inspirational in these strange and
discombobulating times.

Here are some questions I put to Cory...

Q 1. What was your route that lead you into this industry?
A. I actually fell into the industry and had never heard of Visual Merchandising before. I was working part time in
Topshop whilst studying Graphic Design at Uni. I used to help one of the VM’s there who then left, and the role was
somewhat thrust upon me.
Q2. Can you give us a quick snapshot of your experience and the brands you have worked for?
A. A quick snapshot is probably impossible, but I will try. As I mentioned before, I began at Topshop/Topman in my
hometown of Coventry. I began to travel across the country opening new stores. I then met a fabulous creative duo at
Topshop -James Sheppherd and Faye Mcleod -who inspired me to move to London. It was at that point my eyes were
opened. I worked there at Liberty in VM, which to this day is still one of my favourite stores, and where we (Myself &
Barbara) met. After a few years I then moved to the Shop at Bluebird as VM Manager, and I then went on to freelance
for a couple of years, going back to my passion for graphics and working for various brands including Cos. From there,
I then ended up moving full time to Bally where I shared a split Head of VM role. I then moved onto Gap as Director
of Global Visual Concepts and then onto Tiffany in New York as Group Director of VM Strategy & Operations

For more information go to: www.bdsonline.co.uk

: BALLY

Q3. What would you say is your greatest career achievement to date?
A. I have been fortunate enough to have had shared so many career highlights with the teams that I
have worked with, but for me it has to be having my name in history being in the Tiffany Windows book
(Windows at Tiffany & Co. published by Assouline)
Q4. What different skills did you find you had to acquire working in the USA after previously only
working solely in the UK?
A. You have to understand very quickly that the culture is very different. Understanding the merchandising
process and that numbers dictate the creative strategy. So for me my voice became louder, clearer and
more confident, you have to be able to communicate, present and negotiate - to sell the idea of the
window with the product at the forefront and with the figures to back up the strategic plan.
Q5. What were your coping mechanisms when you made that big change of direction to your role
at Tiffany in New York?
A. I had my family with me, so they were both my support and distraction, but I also had a great team
and great colleagues to talk to, who were my support structure.
Q6. What were the main differences you would say that you noticed in the industry once you
moved to the USA?
A. I think it was the size of the teams and how different the work culture was. Most groups worked
independently of each other which can cause for distinct problems especially when working on creative
campaigns, because you need the buy-in from every department in order to move forward.
Q7. Were you daunted by leaving your home in the UK and going to work in New York for such a
huge brand like Gap, and what motivated you to do that?
A. No, I was so hungry for the opportunity. I think it all comes down to my Mum, who instilled a hunger
and drive in me and my sister, and so we always wanted more, and to some extent I still do. Maybe its
my restless soul.
Q8. What are the main changes you’ve found develop in VM over the years since you first began
your career at Topman?
A. For me its an awareness of the role. There are actually now courses and degrees in Visual communication,
but I really think its the recognition. VM is an integral role and borders the creative and commercial
worlds, so its amazing to see the importance and inclusion the role now has. It’s evolved naturally with
the times and continues to push boundaries..

BALLY

Q9. Who or what currently inspires you creatively?
A. My kids inspire me everyday! Sounds corny I know, but they do. I love their energy, their thinking and
curious minds which is partly why I have formed The Curious Boys And Girls Club.
Q10. You are now pursuing several projects championing both creativity, positivity and mental
health awareness. Can you tell us more about these projects?
A. Yes, I am keeping myself extremely busy. The main focus has been on my health as this was the
reason I had to leave my post at Tiffany and return back to the UK. I have a long term chronic pain
condition called Fibromyalgia.
My mental health was something that was greatly affected by not being able to work, struggling with
pain and purpose. What was my purpose? So I decided to talk about it, and I set up a brand with some
friends called CBGC Creative Industries, and that’s 2 acronyms- something which I picked up in New
York. CBGC stands for Cory Barrett Global Creative, and thats the business, the creative and hopefully
the income stream. Then we have the Curious Community stream- The Curious Boys Girls Club, where
we focus on events and campaigns talking about the mental health of men and trying to change the
narrative around men, along with trying to inspire future creatives. It started around our kids and trying
to inspire them in todays world. We thought, we could extend this to our social groups and see if it
resonated, and it did, so we wanted to continue with this and we are now working with a local charity
and the Coventry City of Culture 2021 team to reach a wider audience.
Q11. What does the future hold for Cory Barrett?
A. Watch this space and follow me on @cbgc_created @cbgc_curious @happymondayclub
I am going to be super busy that’s for sure.. wwwcbgc.ltd

I’d like to thank Cory for taking time out to speak to me and share his industry experiences, inspirations
and future plans. For Cory it seems, the future is looking bright.
Barbara Chapman FBDS
Follow me on Instagram @babscreates
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPHY: BALLY
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We are pleased to announce the following
new members to The British Display Society

Membership to The British Display Society connects you with others in the VM industry.
Our VM Spotlight Magazine provides a regular forum and updates for members. Membership is a
great way to advertise/showcase your work or maybe you would like to write an article.

Member of The British Display Society - MBDS
Dawn Jones MBDS
Visual Merchandising student studying the BDS On-Line Course.
Mia Bonura MBDS
Visual Merchandising student at Hertford Regional College, Ware, Herts.

Elizabeth Foster ABDS
Architectural & Interior Designer at
Retsofdesign
Margarita Ivanova ABDS
A Visual Merchandiser, Massimo Dutti

Michelle De Neys ABDS
Visual Merchandiser/Window Dresser/
Consultant
MDN Display & Design Ltd

Nicole Harrison MBDS
Visual Merchandising student at Hertford Regional College, Ware, Herts.

Shirley O’Toole ABDS
Senior Global VM Operations Manager,
Charlotte Tilbury Beauty

Luke Searle ABDS
Also, congratulations to Luke Searle for his
Associateship promotion
Freelance Visual Merchandiser

Gabriela Conybeare MBDS
Visual Merchandising student at Hertford Regional College, Ware, Herts.

Louise Rennie ADBS
Visual Merchandiser – Freelance/Contract

MIchelle Clark ABDS
Visual Merchandising Director

Judy Solakofski MBDS
Visual Merchandising student at Seneca College, Toronto, Canada.

Joanna Girardi ABDS
Senior Visual Creative/Project Management

Hiba Abdelbadie MBDS
Interior Designer

Amber Birtwistle ABDS
Visual Merchandiser

Sally Pang ABDS
Hong Kong Visual Merchandising Art
Association Secretary-General

Associate Member of The British Display Society - ABDS
Mark Bowler ABDS
Experienced Visual Merchandising Department Head with a demonstrated history of working in
the retail industry.
Fiona Cooke ABDS
A Visual Merchandising professional
Nicola Fryatt ABDS
A Visual Merchandising professional with over a decade of experience working in lifestyle retail.

Do you work in the Visual Merchandising industry?
Or maybe you are a VM student, VM Professional or a Freelancer?
Why not join The British Display Society?
It is a great way to network with others in the industry and a great way to advertise/showcase
your work in our VM Spotlight E- magazine which is on view to 1.9m people!
If you are a VM student, then membership is just £20 a year.
If you are a VM professional or a Freelancer, then Associate Membership is just £40 a year.

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

Worldskills hosts the
Competition
“Olympics for skills”

Every two years WorldSkills hosts the Competition (known as the
“Olympics for skills”) which attracts more than 1,300 Competitors
from over 60 countries and regions.
The Competitions are the gold standard of skills excellence. They
inspire young Competitors to reach new heights, helping them
turn their passion into a profession.
There are competitions in 56 skills across a wide range of
industries — from joinery to floristry; hairdressing to electronics;
and autobody repair to visual merchandising.
Visual Merchandising - creating eye-catching displays for
the windows & interiors of shops designed to maximize sales.
Competitors will undertake to install a self-made complete lifestyle
or fashion window presentation in four days, using a range of
lifestyle or fashion products. A professional in the field of visual
merchandising and window dressing creates window and interior
displays in shops and department stores, aiming to maximize sales
by communicating with the target audience and creating a “WOW”
reaction.
Today it is accepted that the skills of the visual merchandiser play
an increasingly important element in the marketing and sales mix
of a successful retail business.
Hong Kong Final Selection competition in 2 weeks ago, 8
competitors will undertake over 2 days of the competition for a
fashion window. Competitors will undertake the preparation of
the window, design concept, props making and implementation to
complete fashion window with ladies accessories.
Hong Kong Visual Merchandising Art Associate – President Ming
Chan and Secretary-General Sally Pang have the honour to be the
judges for the competition and the 3 finalists will preparing for the
coming intensive VM training and excited to see who can represent
Hong Kong to join the WorldSkills Shanghai 2021.

Harvey Nichols

New frontiers, the Spring/Summer 2020 collection has arrived at Harvey
Nichols in The Mall of Emirates Dubai.
The famous department store is welcoming this season’s collections
from all of its top brands and will be displaying them on its newlyrefurbished floors, with original VM displays and in-store activations.
The men’s and women’s clothing on offer is also shown prominently
in the store’s new photographic campaign, entitled New Frontier. An
extraordinary list of designer names will be in stock for both sexes, with
looks perfect for day and night, plus footwear and accessories.
For menswear, casual tailoring takes the spotlight, along with silk shirts
and smarter finishing. Eleventy, Éditions M and Officine Générale are
among the brands trailblazing the movement, with relaxed tailoring
and loose shirting.
Dolce & Gabbana, meanwhile, offers some smarter footwear choices,
with leopard-print loafers and slick lace-ups. Then faded tie-dye prints
from Palm Angels run through T-shirts and accessories, and alternative
camouflage colours from Valentino and Stone Island inject life into
everyday wear.
Look to some of the newer brands arriving in-store too. For example,
of-the-moment Parisian brand Casablanca is something to try, catering
to every cool guy in the know.

London Streets

The great city of London, certainly fell quiet during the Corona Virus
pandemic.
There was quite an eerily silence in Covent Garden , Oxford Street and
Carnaby Street, which is usually a hive of activity with the retail stores,
the market traders, visitors and Londoner’s.
As one of the major retail cities of the world, we are usually so wrapped
up with this bustling city that we forget to look up at the stunning
buildings and look around to appreciate what this beautiful city has to
offer.
As lockdown restrictions are lifted, retail will re-emerge, and our towns
and cities will come back to life.
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Now that you are coming to an end of
your studies, what did you find most
valuable to learn regarding VM?
Something you will always remember
and want to share with others.

London College of Fashion - BDS Centre of Excellence
E O- R
G I NSnape
A SNAPE
StudentG
Profile
Georgina
LCOF

"I have thoroughly enjoyed
learning to execute my designs from
offline to online platforms using
both Sketch Up and Adobe InDesign. I
have also found it very beneficial to
learn different ways to generate
creative ideas and output and I think
this will benefit me when working in
the future, especially within teams and
have to propose my own ideas."

London College of Fashion - BA (Hons) Visual Merchandising & Branding

What are your plans after graduating
and how would you like to use your
VM skills?

TELL US A BIT ABOUT THE
PROJECT[S]:
How will luxury brands adapt to the change of gender
identity within society?
What was the brief for project?
"The project brief was to draw upon your knowledge of Visual
Merchandising, Branding and the Fashion Business on a global scale.
Executing a site-specific design that has been discussed with your
allocated personal tutors. Creating a three-part document including;
A written piece, a final outcome and a display of development."

GEORGINA SNAPE:
THE BDS INTERVIEW.
Tell us what attracted you to VM and why you decided to take
courses in it?
"The reason I was attracted to Visual Merchandising, is because I
thoroughly enjoy the idea of having to create a visual and execute a
strategic design for a brand to promote a business values, sales and
ideas."

Digital marketing can be seen as being increasingly more
important than traditional visual merchandising. Do you find VM
to still be relevant to the future of fashion and how so?

What was your thought process behind your solution?
"Throughout the year that this project was developing, my project
focused on Gender Identity. After acknowledging that many of the
younger generation (Gen Z) box themselves within the limited
socially constructed gender norms and labelling of male and
female."
What did you enjoy most about the project?
"Developing my ideas on the online platform, this was something
that I would have necessarily done if the circumstances had of
change. However, I really enjoyed seeing a different way to visualise
my outcome and learning the software."
What was the most challenging part of it?

"Due to the change in recent circumstances, I believe that there
will be a high demand for tradition as this can create also create
a visual for a digital platform to build upon. In addition to this I
believe tradition visual merchandising can have an impact on
the consumer that can’t be created as well through the digital
platforms."

"Adapting my project virtually, as I had never fully created a design
to this level within a digital platform before. So, having to learn all
the necessary resources throughout lock down, was difficult leading
to a full seven day study week for the last seven weeks towards my
final deadline."

"For the future, I have planned to go in
to a Visual Merchandising role.
However, I am would like to develop
my skill set future and would be open
to an overall creative role."

London College of Fashion - BDS Centre of Excellence
Student Profile - Miriam Dunn

Final Space Design

Degree course: BA Fashion Visual Merchandising and Branding, Final Year
Thanks for sharing your student work with the visual merchandising community and us. Both peers, those in the VM industry and perhaps future
employers would like to hear more about you and what is behind your
work.
1. Tell us what attracted you to VM and why you decided to take
courses in it?
I was first introduced to the concept of creative VM through my Foundation Couse at UCA Epsom and as I began to research the course at LCF
it seemed to be a perfect fit for me. VM is artistic design with a direct
purpose and I really enjoy creatively problem solving during each project.
I love how far ranging the VM industry is and how every project can be
completely different, challenging you to constantly evolve your skills.
Thankfully, the LCF course has fully prepared me with a diverse skill set,
ranging from Graphic and 3D design to prop making and styling!
2. Digital marketing can be seen as being increasingly more important
than traditional visual merchandising. Do you find VM to still be relevant to the future of fashion and how so?
I think the two have to go hand in hand to create a cohesive omni-channel experience for the customer. VM will inevitably have to adapt to a
more digitalised era, but this is the essence of the ever-changing Fashion
industry. VM will always be relevant because customers will always crave
immersive experiences and interaction within social spaces. Perhaps even
more so after the 2020 lockdown! We just have to make sure we listen to
what customers need and work with them to help brands create interesting
and purposeful designs.
3. Now that you are coming to an end of your studies, what did you
find most valuable to learn regarding VM? Something you will always
remember and want to share with others.
I have learnt so much throughout my course with my internship year in
industry and I consider all of it beyond valuable. But I think one of the first
points I learnt, that still sticks with me today, is to not limit your idea of
what VM is or limit yourself to what skills to are going to use. You have to
constantly research new trends, materials, techniques, digital programmes
and you have to be open to learning how to utilise them. VM is not only
window display design or shop floor layouts because fashion retail isn’t
only windows and physical stores anymore. It is immersive spaces, online
environments, integrated marketing campaigns, re-branding strategies,
augmented and virtual reality spaces, artist installations, and so much
more. I guess what I really learnt was to be open-minded and creatively
diverse.
4. What are your plans after graduating and how would you like to use
your VM skills?
My plans are to apply to creative agencies that specialise in retail and
space design as a Junior Designer. I want to continue to build upon the
skills I’ve learnt throughout my course and start to apply them to real-world industry projects. I particularly want to continue to develop my
graphic design skills through Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign and utilise
my Sketchup and V-Ray knowledge.
5. We are proud to publish your work in this edition of VM Spotlight.
Please tell us a bit about the project:
What was the brief for project?
This was my final major project, where I had to develop a concept that
interested me over the course of my final year. The title for my project was

‘Meaningful emotional connections in a digital age: are sensory-responsive
environments the way forward for physical fashion retail?’ The project
aimed to explore whether environments that used sensory, emotional design elements and digital sensors which adapt the space to the user, could
be used in physical retail spaces to meet Generation Z consumer needs,
potentially helping the struggling industry.
What was your thought process behind your solution?
As we have seen an increased digitalisation of Generation Z’s communication and consumption, we have also seen a new wave of unfulfilled needs
from this consumer group. They are craving more real-world, emotional
connections but find a lack experiences which can facilitate this. Possibly,
as a result, the physical retail industry is seeing decreased footfall and
engagement, while sensory art installations and exhibitions continue to be
popular. Just look at the Olafur Eliasson exhibition last year! Through this
study I found that physical retail could take inspiration from these sensory
immersive spaces and add responsive design elements to tailor their experiences to the needs of younger consumers. This idea was further explored
through a futuristic retail-exhibition space that I designed as my final
piece. The space took inspiration from the 5 senses and connected them
with emotions to create immersive and interactive rooms which tests how
a sensory-responsive strategy could be implemented by brands in the future. One aspect that could be effectively implemented is the digital mirror
fitting rooms which are designed for the customer to be able to change the
temperature, airflow, lighting and volume of music.
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Touch and
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What did you enjoy most about the project?
As part of the design process of this project, I worked with the Digital Lab
department at LCF to learn more about digital sensors and responsive motion graphics. I really enjoyed the challenge of learning new programmes
like Arduino, Mad Mapper and Isadora. I utilised these skills within the
design of my final showcase, where I programmed a Kinect sensor to map
the motion of a person within a space and created an interactive motion
graphic which responded to these movements. I also researched pulse,
pressure and touch sensors as well as analogue responsive materials like
thermochromatic paint and Dichroic Glass which all featured in the final
space design.
What was the most challenging part of it?
Whilst I normally enjoy over-coming a challenge within a project, one
I wasn’t expecting to encounter was the effects of the Lockdown. As a
result, our graduate showcase was cancelled which meant the I couldn’t
effectively present the work I had done with the Digital Lab. However,
this situation forced me to adapt my final outcome and I think it is all the
better for it. The online submission meant that I put more focus into my
digital design work, making sure my final space was rendered with V-Ray
to a professional standard and I could create an animated walkthrough of
the space. Although my time at LCF didn’t end in the way I was expecting,
I am still so grateful for my time there and I am excited to overcome more
challenges as I most into the industry.
Thank you for being part of VM Spotlight magazine and if you are not already a member of the BDS, join us, and we look forward to following your
progress in the future. Best of luck to you!
The BDS executive committee members
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Is
Visual Merchandising
glamorous?

Many people say to me ‘wow, your job sounds amazing and so glamourous visiting
stores around the globe’. They are quite shocked when I inform them what really goes
on behind the scenes in retail. The same could be said for customers. They shop at their
favourite stores, buy their favourite brands not realising or appreciating the planning
and the preparation that is required for such things as a window change-over,
re-merchandising an entire department or even the installation of concepts such as
Christmas into a store. I remember my days in the Display Team at Harrods installing
Christmas, dragging 12ft Christmas trees through the Beauty Hall at 3am. But the
customers never see any of this.

Fixtures were moved around
and merchandise was relocated
into zoned areas to give that all
important shopping experience to
the customer.

Re-merchandising a store through
the night is hard work and can be
messy, but so much can be achieved.
You can only plan so much. Its all
about creating something out of
nothing and working with what you
have in the space you have.

In December I attended a business network event in Central London representing The
British Display Society. While I was pleased to introduce myself, someone did actually
say to me “I didn’t realise that Visual Merchandising was a job”.
Just before lockdown Creative Download was working in Dubai for one it’s clients.
The Jashanmal Group is one of the largest home retailers in the Middle East with
stores across Dubai, Bahrain and Kuwait. After several months of trading, it was
decided to give the store in The Mall of Emirates, a complete re-merchandise. Slow
selling merchandise was removed from the store to make way for new exciting ranges.
Working under the guidance of Iain at Creative Download, the Jashanmal VM Team
completed the re-merchandising of the store over a two night period. The feedback
from the Senior Management was excellent and customers were inspired by the store
presentation and the new range of merchandise on offer.
Iain Kimmins- Owner/Founder

www.creative-download.co.uk

Summer has arrived at
Bloomingdale’s in the
Dubai mall?
Bloomingdale’s ‘Let it Bloom’ campaign
showcases all the summer goodness
with a riot of colour we’ve been
yearning for.
With soft silhouettes, tropical colours
and punchy prints, the window displays,
and the interiors of Bloomingdale’s is
certainly going bold this summer and
gives you the feeling that you are on
holiday every day.

Alan Springall
Dedicated ser vice to
the BDS

On behalf of The British Display Society, it gives me great pleasure to
award Alan Springall FBDS, the title of Honorary Fellow of the Society.
Not quite born in a trunk at the back of a prop room, Alan has enjoyed
the variety and camaraderie of working in the display industry since he
was 16.
Subsequently he became a Further Education lecturer delivering the BDS
and BTEC Display & Exhibition Courses which enabled him to pass on his
enthusiasm for the industry. Alongside his teaching commitments Alan
continued working commercially running his own company specialising
in press shows, exhibitions and prop making for a number of well known
companies.

SETTING UP EXTERIOR CHRISTMAS
DECSORATIONS AT SELFRIDGES

Alan joined the BDS in 1976 and has actively worked with the Society
on the National Council as Archivist and Senior Tutor, in 2015 he was
elected Chairman.
In 2018 Alan stepped down as Chairman to focus on retirement and the
BDS Distance Learning on-line VM Courses. Today, Alan continues his
work as tutor and BDS archivist, liaising with the V&A Museum, where
archive items from both the BDS and VM industry are held, ensuring
that the history of the Society and the industry are accessible to all.

DICKENS

Iain Kimmins FBDS
Chairman
VIVID

NARNIA FOR THE NATIONAL TRUST AT WADDESDON MANOR

VM - the ‘new normal’
Visual Merchandising is usually about how windows display, in-store decoration and
merchandising help make a store and product more attractive, interesting to shop and personalise
the space in way that communicates the unique character of a brand or retailer.
Now the function of VM can bring a sense of security to help customers feel comfortable
shopping whilst not being put off my all the latest in-store measures that are necessary to keep
the virus at bay.
Physical shopping literally has physical barriers so VM will have to be creative to bring a fun
and engaging shop environment where people-to-people interaction will be more limited. The
shopping experience has definitely altered, we have to queue, keep distance, sanitise, not touch,
wear masks, navigate a store following arrows, interact with sales teams behind Perspex etc.
To compensate for all these security measures stores need to make extra effort in the visual
merchandising of the environments. Otherwise we might as well keep shopping, online, from
home.
Retailers need to explore what their customers’ sentiments and expectations are. Attempt to
show appreciation that customers have made the effort to drive into town and walk down the
street let alone, enter a shop. For multiple reasons, they may not be in the mood for shopping.
One of the definitions of Visual Merchandising is to entice customers to shop through visual
displays. Retail needs, more than ever, some enticement.

Key VM areas to invest in:
• Welcoming and celebratory windows
• Informative & inspiring displays
• Merchandising that makes it easy to shop considering social distancing
• Solutions that fit individual & unique environments
• Following social distancing and sanitisation guidelines to help shop assistance and customers
be and feel safe

Top tips - window display
1. Update window. Consider including the Rainbow & highlight charity affiliations.
‘Thank You’ and ‘Welcoming Back’ are two basic messages that can be literally
applied to a window. This simple display technique acknowledges that customers
and the general public have been through a lot lately and warrant a bit of
recognition and gratitude.
2. Display the completed A4 Covid risk assessment in the window or door will be an
important confidence builder for consumers
3. Contact details clearly & properly displayed to support online sales as e-commerce
will continue to be part of the omni channel mix:
• social media profiles
• website URL
• QR code linking to your website or app promoting key products that are online
4. Be creative, fun, optimistic. Communicate to the public in a way that reflects the
shop and or brand personality, visual identity and style.

Top tips - in store display & merchandising
1. As suppliers open up & more display solutions become available try to update
your initial social distancing signage, especially if it is getting old.
• maximum number of customers
• a one way system
• keep 2 meters apart
• ‘ask for assistance’ or more’ self serve’ methods of selling and display
2. Company and social distancing policy should be communicated via
various channels to the customer. Physically and digitally. May not need
to go overboard if a small retailer. Don’t scare people away but still be
responsible & assure customers it is safe to shop in the store
3. How should these signs be made will depend on your shop or brand
retail image: A framed notice nicely printed, an acrylic sign or vinyl
sticker. If framed: choose a wood, metal, colour, finish that matches the
shop furniture finishes
4. Hand sanitiser at sales counter and stands at entrance and exit points.
For more luxury solution to a plastic bottle, use a soap dispenser of your
choice that goes with the shop interior design aesthetic but have an
appropriate label that it is hand sanitiser
5. Where social distancing is not possible, for at the check-out counter,
install acrylic protection screens if you have not already
6. If shop is small, perhaps have a bench or chairs outside for customers
to wait.
7. If the shop is a home accessories or fashion retailer, make, sell or give
away face masks that go with the shops style sense
8. Take the opportunity to remind customers that shopping can be done
online and what services you offer e.g. click and collect, delivery, etc.
9. Open up to take out until interior can be fully opened
Now is not the time for retailers to be cutting their VM freelancers or in-house teams as
customers will be wanting more from their in-store shopping experiences. The BDS and its
members are the ‘go-to’ source for what retailers and brands need to help the recovery.

WINDOWS - HIGH S TREET

HIGH END WINDOW - HIGH STREET

HIGH STREET SIGNAGE

HIGH END SIGNAGE

INSTORE SIGNAGE
AND STORIES

HIGH STREET SANITISING STATIONS

10 reasons to become
a Corporate Member of the BDS;
1. Having the endorsement of The British Display Society, increasing your
company’s credibility
2. Your name will be associated with our work in education, our Centre’s of
Excellence and our prestigious history
3. Use of the BDS Corporate membership logo on your stationery and
publicity material
4. Listing on the BDS website with a link to your website
5. The opportunity for contact with other corporate members and the ability
to network with them
6. A right to attend and vote at the BDS AGM
7. The opportunity of applying to join the BDS National Council
8. Offering the opportunity to contribute to editorial or free advertising
within our ‘VM Spotlight’ Magazine
9. The opportunity for your directors and staff to apply for individual
membership which awards personal affixes
10.The opportunity to advertise free on our Facebook page and our Instagram Page

Introductory Offer:

FIRST year membership only £150 - Subsequent years £200

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

Are you working
in the Visual Merchandising Industry?
Is it time to push your
Visual Merchandising Career?
Membership has the following benefits:
• The opportunity to network with other VM Members
• Your details will be added onto the BDS database if you are seeking
“freelance work”
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS Annual General Meeting
• The opportunity to join the BDS National Council
• The opportunity to have your work published in the VM Spotlight
magazine
• The opportunity to have your work published on our Facebook page
• Enhance your professional standing with letters after your name!
• Use of the BDS Logo on your CV and in your Portfolio

So why not join The British Display Society TODAY!
Are you a VM Student? Then apply for Member (MBDS) £20 per annum
Are you an experienced Visual Merchandiser? Then apply for Associate (ABDS) £40 per annum

Attraction Through presentation power

Attraction through presentation power, that is what we believe in.
Beekwilder is a nice level-headed company. Whether that is because of
our long and rich history - Frans Beekwilder started in 1923 - or because
of the 35 people who form Beekwilder in 2020, is hard to tell. But what we
do know for sure is what we stand for:
Because of the commings en goings of our lives, we want to “feel” more
than ever.
Feel at home. Feel welcome. Feel comfortable.
The right feeling is what brings people together.
Where imagination comes alive, where every detail is right, where every
discovery is special for you, makes you richer and gives you that one special feeling.
That is the craftsmanship we master: creating an atmosphere with products that invite
and impress in an environment that inspires and activates down to the smallest detail.
Exuberant wonder or understated specialization ...
show guts with innovation or sort out as tradition wants it ...
show what you want to say, make a statement and feel that it feels good here,
That is the attraction of presentation power.

Attention and perfection
Every space deserves attention. We work on this with a lot of passion. As soon as we have
something new in our sights, it starts to itch and we can’t wait to make it really special.

Top quality assurance
Our pride: a versatile collection. Beekwilder stands
for quality, which is very important to us. Not only
beautiful or durable, but also fire retardant. Our
products last extra long and can be used again.
With an eye for quality and sustainability, we select
inspiring products for our collection, develop our
own unique products and design custom made items. We believe in attraction through presentation
power. And we know it works. That is exactly what we would like to share with you. Including the fun
we have here every day.
More inspiration: https://www.beekwilder.com/en/beekwilder-portfolio
Watch our videos : https://www.youtube.com/user/BeekwilderAmsterdam

peluca

COLLABORATION IS...

FUNDAMENTAL
"Unity is strength. . . when there is teamwork
and collaboration, wonderful things can be
achieved." Mattie Stepanek
We live in a World where freelance is the new
norm, the employed 9-5’ers have evolved into
freelancers and bespoke studios working all hours
day or night to help create the contemporary
magic we are seeing in our windows today.
However, I feel there is something that needs to
be addressed.... and that is credits! I am seeing
far too often companies and brands not crediting
their contributors. Whether this is to avoid clients
and customers going directly to the contributor
or for other reasons. This can be damaging to
creative businesses as it limits the amount of
people we can potentially reach and comes
across as if the work has been done in house.
Please consider changing this practice, after all it
is 2020 and this is the time for collaboration, it’s
what it’s all about. In my experience crediting
does not make you lose business, it gives smaller
creative businesses a platform to thrive and this
speaks volumes. I applaud our clients that credit
us, after all our work is our art and it deserves to
be represented properly.

Makeup by Hasan Akpinar
Wig by Peluca Studio
Image by Christian Walmroth

During this extremely unfortunate pandemic we
have been forced into lockdown and so I thought,
what better time to collaborate (remotely) with
likeminded artists within the industry to create
some personal works that I may not have had the opportunity to work on had this not happened. I for one have
learned a lot about my craft during this time, I was able to experiment and work on ideas I had been thinking
about for a while and to really push the boundaries of the skills I have learned over the years. This will be hugely
instrumental in the bounce back to some sort of normality, to push my craft in a way I hadn’t been able to
before, however I doubt things will ever be the same again. But we must embrace this and use this time wisely to
move forward into a better more diverse and socially responsible world.

have replaced them with more modern technology in
the hopes of creating more of an experience, some
have just toned down the over use of unnecessary
props. And let me tell you, I am here for it. (Well, not
the removing mannequins part.. the mannequins
can stay!) Whilst I have great admiration for times
of the past and loved so much to see the
creativeness that went into the windows, there were
some times where I would find myself not able to
fully realise the concept due to the sheer number of
things going on behind the glass. In no way am I
saying get rid of props, windows wouldn’t be what
they are without them. I just find an essence of
beauty in the simplicity of current windows, less
going on but telling a big story. This is something
that Zara has been championing ahead of the times
for years.
Walking through the streets of London during the
Christmas season last year for me saw a step in the
right direction. I feel we are finally over the in
between stage where there wasn’t much going on
and we have come out the other side with beautiful
contemporary windows that scream tales of a new
era.

beautiful
contemporary
windows that
scream tales of a
new era.

Makeup by Hasan Akpinar
Wig by Peluca Studio

I must admit, the current happenings of the
world had left me worried about the future of
our industry and how our jobs as freelancers
and bespoke studios are going to be affected
but I have faith that our department stores
and brand outlets will come back raring to go.
After all, it is now that we need to create even
more of an experience for the modern day
consumer. People have been stuck at home for
months and are in desperate need of some
normality and what better way than to see
new fashions combined with our artworks in
the windows of our much loved storefronts.

Image by Bonaveri Italy
Concept by Chameleon visual
Wig by Peluca Studio

peluca

studio

A new era

07539237017
@pelucastudioltd
hello@pelucastudio.com
www.pelucastudio.com

When I first started making wigs for mannequins, I felt lucky that we had the chance to be part of such
beautiful creative schemes for the likes of Selfridges , Liberty London, Harvey Nichols etc but after a few years
things started to change and it seemed that the old ways of window dressing schemes and concepts were
evolving. Whilst some stores have removed mannequins altogether and

Article by Sam Beadle - Creative Director at Peluca Studio

Inspiration from the Sea

The Summer is a great source of inspiration for Silvia
Chialli, chief of Design County. These graphic sketches,
contain the essence of summer and a nautical style. The
Sea becomes an elegant mood board for these window
displays for fashion products for women, men and children.
Materials, scenographies, backdrops and the window
sticker are all essential elements, which make it possible
to create a realistic effect. Silvia uses all the symbols of
the sea, creating a funny and evocative atmosphere which
works well with the products in the display.
Silvia Chialli - DESIGN COUNTY
Interior Designer - Visual Merchandiser - Event Planner Art Curator
Email: info@designcounty.co.uk
Website: www.designcounty.co.uk

St aying Power
Karl McKeever Hons.FBDS
Founder and Managing Director, Visual Thinking Group

The retail industry, and by implication VM too, has been
tested in recent times like never before. The period I refer
to extends well before life before March when the Covid-19
pandemic temporarily forced stores to close. In truth,
‘unprecedented times’ in retail can be measured in years,
rather than months.
Having worked in the VM industry for my whole career, there
have been countless times when a big brand retailer or even
a whole retail sector has faced crisis. Not worn as a ‘badge of
honour’, I can count at least four recessions, of varying size
and scale, and numerous examples of upheaval within retail
over the years. Many ‘household names’ have fallen by the
wayside: Woolworth, BHS and Beales, as well as a long list
of lifestyle brands.
More recently, the pace and scale of changes taking place
across retail has seen the industry rarely out of the headlines,
as businesses have either failed to keep up with the times or
succumbed to mounting operating costs and other trading
difficulties, resulting in them shutting up shop.
It is a tragedy for every retail business that ultimately closes.
Big or small the effects are huge on local communities,
suppliers and most importantly, retail people. When the final
count is taken, this pandemic will surely turn out to have
been a devasting crisis for the retail industry. Every retailer,
every sector and every shopper will have been affected in
one way or another. We’ve all been ‘in this together’ in more
ways than one.
For now, the story is rightly one of hope and optimism as 83
days of unprecedented lockdown come to an end. General
retailers are once again opening their doors to welcome
customers. But while the doors may be open, getting
consumers in the mindset to shop will be key.
Email: karl@visualthinking.co.uk
Website: http://www.visualthinking.co.uk

Local to where I live is a longstanding,
family-owned department store
that still endures. Founded in 1770,
Jarrold has traded through the reigns
of nine monarchs, two World Wars,
decades of continuous retail development and endless
changes in consumer taste and style. Through it all, the
company has continued to play an important part in the
lives of generations of Norfolk families. Whilst they, like
many other retailers, may have lost millions during the
lockdown, this year it is proudly celebrating its 250-year
anniversary. Three cheers to that! It will certainly be a
year to remember.
What sets Jarrold apart from its national brand
department store competitors here in Norwich – a city
that is also well-served with a Debenhams, John Lewis,
House of Fraser and M&S – is its firmly established local
roots, and a deep sense of ‘knowing’ of its customer
and their preferences. This is evident right across the
business and within the main Norwich store.
Jarrold use VM to present their business, style and
choice with brand credibility, all executed to a high
standard. It helps them to stand out, and to do so with
great confidence. Unlike bigger national chains, the
company uses their impressive windows to great effect.
Professionally and consistently presented, their displays
at Christmas and other celebratory times really pull in
the crowds. Put simply, Jarrold use VM to ‘put on the
show’.
Their latest ‘reopening’ window displays are ‘low cost’ but
high of impact, featuring oversized, cheery paper flowers,
merchandise in every category, and contemporary decals
that call out their 250-year run. It may not be a big
budget blockbuster scheme, but it offers a sincere, wellexecuted and vibrant campaign – a dose of welcome
summer cheer in bright, colourful, optimistic note as the
nation begins to emerge from its recent crisis.
As always, whether you personally like the display
style or its execution is a matter of subjectivity. What’s
important, especially right now, is to recognise the
investment, focus and effort that continues to be

consistently made at this store
– through different management
and over generations.
As a former and enthusiastic
client, Jarrold should serve as
inspiration to independent stores everywhere. Unlike the
gradually reducing displays and VM use in many other
businesses, it is a timely reminder of the soft creative
power of using great VM as a tool to communicate,
promote and help create harder-edged business staying
power.
Visual Merchandisers are often some of the first staff to
leave when a business is in difficulty, or restructuring
in an attempt to reduce costs in the fight for survival.
For Visual Merchandisers everywhere, deep reserves of
staying power will also be required over the coming
months.
Some may lose their employed VM roles, but find
alternative work as freelancers working in the retail or
other creative industries. As a company, we regularly
employ temporary VM freelancers, seeking people with
great talent, communication skills and personal drive as
well as outstanding technical skills. For those who retain
their jobs, department budgets will likely be reduced and
trading priorities will take on a more promotional rather
than conceptual creative stance. Agility, flexibility and
cooperation will be key in working together to create
the best outcomes for all.
I sincerely wish Jarrold, and every other British retailer,
good luck for the rest of this year. It won’t be easy, and
their will be further challenges ahead for sure. Continued
success is never guaranteed. One thing I know, with the
benefit of many years experience, is that brands and
stores who continue to invest in and execute VM as
a ways to engage shoppers, promote their goods and
services to best effect, will be the ones that win out.
This is a time for creatives everywhere to ‘gird up’ and
take a deep breathe. Faith, hope and belief in what we
do, will be essential as we all work together to help UK
retailers, big and small, find their strength again and
keep showing the retail world what the UK does best.

Ba c k to Work!

Beach Huts and Windmills
Back to work last week after lockdown restrictions
were lifted slightly. The client asked for bright
and cheerful windows (without any brands being
promoted) for the sole purpose of creating visual
impact.

Jungle!
Dressed in a heatwave with no air conditioning
certainly made me feel I was in the jungle! This was
a fun window to do.
Liz Johnston FBDS

CREATIVE DOWNLOAD
VISUAL MERCHANDISING CONSULTANCY

Kick Graphics

In this tough market, retailers need to
create the right shopping environment
that reflects their Brand to ensure that all
important customer experience. From
shop fronts to window displays to interior
visual merchandising, product layout and
focal points around the store, Creative
Download will ensure that creativity is
balanced with the commercial
requirements of your business.

Kick Graphics is a bespoke display print and signage company
with an installation reach covering nationwide UK and Europe.
Launched in early 2019, we are proud to bring a boutique
customer service experience for all clients, no matter how big or
small the project.
Kick Graphics provide printed graphic solutions to a wide range
of clientele, from some of the High Street’s most iconic names
to office workspaces and commercial interiors. A wide range of
display products from vinyl decals, window graphics and printed
feature walls to fabric printing, tension frame systems and
hoarding graphics are all part of the company’s repertoire.

Creative Download was launched by Iain
Kimmins; a Visual Merchandising
professional with an outstanding history in
the industry. His career includes the
department stores Harrods and Selfridges
in London and Tangs in Singapore. He has
also worked on projects in Shanghai, New
York, Saudi Arabia, Dubai and Switzerland.

Catering for jobs of all sizes from one-off bespoke projects
through to roll-out campaigns launching simultaneously across
multiple store locations is complemented by flexible lead-times,
speedy responses to all enquiries and the highest quality of print
and is all part of the service which clients can expect to receive.

Window Concepts
Visual Merchandising
Retail Design
International Work
Store Set-Up & Openings
VM Guidelines

A recent project for The Watches of Switzerland Group saw the
company tasked with producing and installing a double-sided vinyl
solution to a series of premium display cabinets. Kick Graphics
utilised their design and art working suite to create an elegant
style for each brand name to complement the luxury products
situated within each display cabinet. All works were installed
within a two- hour window prior to the store opening for trade
and received excellent feedback from the client.
Kick Graphics would be delighted to talk with you about your next
project or campaign so do get in touch and let us give you our
full attention!
01403 - 210937  
sales@kickgraphics.co.uk
www.kickgraphics.co.uk

www.creative-download.co.uk

hello@creative-download.co.uk

BARBARA CHAPMAN
Visual Merchandising & Styling Consultancy
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk
I am an experienced creative visual merchandising consultant, with
both a highly creative and sound commercial mind.
With stores now beginning to re-open once again, do you need help
getting your windows and In store visual merchandising back to
looking their very best? We can visit you in stores or we also hold
on-line training sessions if that works best for you and your business.
These can also benefit students missing out on lessons due to the
current situation. Or maybe just if extra tutoring is required. I can
write bespoke training sessions to meet your individual business
needs, whether if fashion or home?
I can be flexible and pro-active and work within your budgets helping
to re-start your business. Now that we are gradually moving on from
this crisis, customers WILL want to come back into our stores and
enjoy shopping once again. It is up to us to plan how we can do this best and to create the exciting
and inspirational retail and e-tail experiences which they will undoubtedly crave.
I can help your business with the design, project management, installation and styling of your
windows. Visual Merchandising in store, and the styling and layout of your online product.
I also have a wealth of experience in collating VM packs and guidelines, holding workshops and
mentoring and lecturing, all within VM. I have also recently been made a member of the Exec board
and a fellow of the British Display Society.
I believe that visual merchandising can achieve commercial success, by inspiring customers through
innovative, creative and unique brand experiences. Using skills in creative conceptualisation, project
management and both old school crafting and hi-tech execution, I deliver unique and motivating
retail environments.

For a while now I have been promising you the NEW Basic Online Course
which is a quick introduction and outline to Visual Merchandising and
Display Styling. Done in your own time and at your convenience, it teaches
you all the key steps needed to create eye-catching displays.
It will be an excellent addition to any other arts course, individuals, those
already in retail or maybe anyone who sells online and needs their product
to look fabulous, but the list doesn’t stop there as you may just fancy
learning something new!
It is also a prequel to the BDS longer, in depth online course which is being
updated by my colleagues too…the finishing touches to both are being
finalised now and should be on sale in our next VM Spotlight magazine!
We would love you to register your interest for either course, so please
email:Administration,
Administration,British
BritishDisplay
DisplaySociety
Society so you’ll be the first to know!

…

Like many of you, due to Covid19 Made You Look! is still office-bound, yet
this is the perfect time to be pulling ideas together not just for now, but
the future too. You may be glad of our help and by using technology we can
support you…

•
•
•
Helen Goodwin - Vice Chair & Director BDS & Owner Made You Look!

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
Please get in touch or view more of my work at

https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

Insta @babscreates

BDS VISUAL MERCHANDISERS’ DIRECTORY VM directory

The areas/radius my work is in all UK & Europe
Phone: +39 349 0514363
E-mail: info@designcounty.co.uk
WhatsApp: +39 349 0514363
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
ArthurDesignCounty/
Insta:  https://www.instagram.com/
arthurdesigncounty/
Website: www.designcounty.co.uk

Jasmine
Garrett
Hertfordshire
Mobile: +44 (0) 7702 097874
E-mail: JASMINEGVM@YAHOO.COM
Home and Fashion

Nicola
Gray
Located in North Yorkshire but work across the
UK and mainland Europe.
Mobile: +44 (0) 7718 160061
E-mail: nikkideboo@mac.com
Twitter: @Nikki_D73
Insta: @visualmerchandising_unleashed
VISUAL MERCHANDISING | EVENT SERVICES
| ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Specialising in Sports and Fashion with a bit of
venue styling thrown in!!

Kat
Maclennan
Located in Greater London & will work across the
UK & Europe
Tel: +44 (0) 7713 337969
Email: Kat@dottodot.work
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kat_
maclennan/
Linked in: https://www.linkedin.com/in/katmaclennan/
Website: https://dottodot.work
I am experienced in collaborating with brands &
design agencies including TRC, adidas, Reebok,
Finisterre, and Radley to shape VM strategies
& bring stories to life in stores. I can help with:
VM Planning, Creation of VM guides, Training
& implementation, Window Concept design &
implementation, Styling & Event set up

Ann English ABDS
Create Intrigue & The Visual Marketing
Academy™
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Mobile: +44 (0) 7886 683568
E-mail: hello@annenglish.co.uk
Insta: @createintrigue
Twitter: @createintrigue
Facebook: @createintrigue
Website: http://www.annenglish.co.uk
Ann English is a visual communications expert with over 30 years
experience. Passionate about promoting the power of VM, Ann has
brought Visual Merchandising up to date in the digital era by founding The
Visual Marketing Academy™
She delivers Visual Marketing Power Hours, masterclasses, interactive
workshops, talks and training courses to Independent Retailers, Designer
Makers, Artisan Food Producers and SMEs. Ann is a keynote speaker and
her books on The Power of Visual Marketing™ and The Pop-up Solution™
will be launched next year. Get in touch to discuss your needs and explore
creative solutions.
Helen Goodwin FBDS
Made You Look!
York
Phone: +44 (0) 1904 654933
E-mail: helen@madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
Website: http://www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.
co.uk
Training services - basic window display and styling skills for High
Street Regeneration. Ideal for Business Improvement Districts,
Councils & similar nationwide.
New online courses available perfect for individuals or groups whether
in business or retail or whether you fancy learning something new!

Iain Kimmins FBDS
Creative Download Mobile: +44 (0) 7931 984930
E-mail: hello@creative-download.co.uk

Website: http://www.creative-download.co.uk
In this tough market, retailers need to create the right shopping
environment that reflects their Brand to ensure that all important
customer experience. From shop fronts to window displays to interior
visual merchandising, product layout and focal points around the store,
Creative Download will ensure that creativity is balanced with the
commercial requirements of your business.

Countries we work in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Jordan, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain and
Oman.
Island Street
PO Box 40124
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates.
Mobile: 00 971 (0)50 657 40 88
E-mail: Hello@stickyreddisplay.com
Website: www.stickyreddisplay.com
A professional omni channel for visual merchandising in all store
categories, with the added option of Project Management for
exhibitions and events.

Creating
Retail Magic
Mags McAlpin
Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland
Facebook: Creating Retail Magic
Linked In: http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/margaret-holmes
mcalpin/11/593/997/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/retailmagicni/
Website: Creating Retail Magic
With more than 25 years experience in VM & Creative Retail Services,
Mags McAlpin (FBDS) offers a professional services portfolio that
includes:
• Specialist Retail Training in Visual Merchandising & Customer Service
Excellence
• High Street Regeneration,Town Dressing campaigns and Themed
Community Events for Business Improvement Districts (BIDs),
Councils, Enterprise Agencies & the Third Sector
• Visual Merchandising, Window Dressing, Event Styling and Mentoring
for Start-ups, Micro-enterprises and SME’s.

HRH
Creative
Harriet Rudman-Hawkins ABDS
Oxfordshire and London areas
Mobile: 07739 967872
E-mail: harriet@hrhcreative.co.uk
Website: hrhcreative.co.uk
Specialising in Creative Graphic Design and Visual Display for Retail,
working mainly for Fashion & Accessory brands and also in the
Interior, Gifts and Fragrance sector.

Luke
Searle
Freelance Visual Merchandiser.
Liz Johnston FBDS
Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Greater London
Mobile: +44 (0) 7775 725435
E-mail: liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk
My 40yrs experience covers styling windows, interiors and venues

Bristol based but extensive travel all over UK and
Europe.
Phone: 07889 078267
E-mail: luke@lukesearle.com
Website:www.lukesearle.com
I have 28 years of retail experience in Head office and
field roles.
Clients have included: Jack Wills, GAP, Arcadia, H&M, North Face,
Nespresso, Joe Browns, Next, LEE jeans Quba Sails, Aloft

At MDN we take the time to listen to and
understand our client, we work together to
develop brand strategy and consistently deliver a
high level of:
• Visual Merchandising
• Window Dressing
• Exhibition and Events
• Creative Consultancy
• Training
• Graphics and Digital Design
• Vinyl Projects
MDN Display and Design Ltd
Tel: 01494 412838
Website: mdn-vm.co.uk
Email: info@mdn-vm.co.uk

We bring retail spaces to life with the design, project
management, installation and styling of windows,
in-store vm, pop-up shops, press days, customer
events, product launches and on line photoshoots.
I am an experienced lecturer in VM and also offer
comprehensive training sessions in all aspects of visual
merchandising.
Mobile: 07718334337
E mail: barbara.chapman@
freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk
Website: https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk
Instagram @babscreates

BDS CORPORATE MEMBERS

Antalis
Europe’s leading distributor of
paper, packaging, solutions and
visual communication products for
professionals
Gateway House, Bardon Business
Park, Interlink Way, Bardon Hill, West
Coalville, Leicestershire LE67 1LE

www.antalis.co.uk

Harlequin Design
London
Unit 2 Eastman Way
Pin Industrial Area
Stevenage
SG1 4SZ

www.harlequin-design.com

Intercontinental Group
of Department Stores

bbrown
Display Materials
Head Office – Zodiac 2, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire HP2 7SJ

www.bbrown.co.uk

In this tough market, retailers need to
create the right shopping environment
that reflects their Brand to ensure that
all important customer experience.
From shop fronts to window displays to
interior visual merchandising, product
layout and focal points around the
store, Creative Download will ensure
that creativity is balanced with the
commercial requirements of your
business.

www.creative-download.co.uk

Project Works London
Northbanks

Peluca Studio

Retail Design Agency
67 Grosvenor Street
London W1k 3JN

Bespoke wig and makeup for
mannequins
London, Haringey UK

www.northbanks.co.uk

www.pelucastudio.com

Specialise in creative visual
merchandising ideas.
From concept development to
production
Unit 12 Shakespeare Ind. Est.,
Shakespeare St., Watford,
Herts, WD24 5RR

https://projectworks.london

VM and Events
Hol Group
A modern approach to Visual
Merchandising
103 Kings Cross Road,
London WC1X 9LP
United Kingdom

http://hol-group.com

Made You Look!

IGDS is the largest Association
for Department Stores worldwide,
providing support to 40 leading
Department Stores around the world.
Birmensdorferstrasse 55
Zurich,
Switzerland 8808

Helen Goodwin FBDS
York
Training services - basic window display and
styling skills for High Street Regeneration.
Ideal for Business Improvement Districts,
Councils & similar nationwide.
New online courses available perfect for
individuals or groups whether in business
or retail or whether you fancy learning
something new!

https://www.igds.org

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Shimmerwalls
Gill Segar
Wallasey, Merseyside CH45 6TN UK

http://icatchadisplay.co.uk

Mad About Design
Retail Design Agency
12 Melcombe Place, London .
Postcode - NW1 6JJ.
Tel: 020 3598 3138

www .themadpeople.com

We offer an extensive range of high
end fabrics and products to suit a wide
range of Visual Merchandising needs
and style.

www.shimmerwalls.com

Seamless, co-ordinated international
retail display installations with tailor
made solutions.
Unit 6 Mercury Park, Mercury Way
Manchester, M41 7LY UK

www.100percentgroup.com

Liz Johnston FBDS
Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Greater
London
My 40yrs experience covers styling
windows, interiors and venues
Mobile: +44 (0) 7775 725435
E-mail: liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

Specialising in the skills of visual
merchandising and events offering
services to assist in presenting and
promoting of products by combining
environment and space into stimulating
displays to encourage the sale of
product.
367 Chester Road, Little Sutton,
Ellesmere Port CH66 3RQ United
Kingdom

www.vmandeventsltd.co.uk

British Display Society

VM SPOTLIGHT
BDS - Representing the Visual Merchandising profession

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for all the benefits of
membership
Lets keep Visual Merchandising alive
& kicking in this modern retail world

enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

British Display Society
Recognising Excellence
E S TA B L I S H E D 1 9 47

